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n 2012, the Memphis Zoo in Memphis, Tenn., embarked on an 
aggressive plan to audit nearly every facet of its operations. 
A primary goal of the audit was to establish a historical base-

line of energy and water consumption, monitor carbon footprint 
reductions and environmental improvements. Implementing a 
project of this size and monitoring so many buildings requires a 
comprehensive understanding of every aspect of the Zoo’s cam-
pus – landscape, horticulture, buildings, and underground infra-
structure. The Zoo’s conservation team decided to rely heavily on 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) mapping to help provide 
an all-inclusive picture of our facilities.  The Zoo first began using 
GIS technologies for conservation research over ten years ago while 
studying a variety of threatened species; thus, we quickly recog-
nized its potential for informed decision making and thought 
about how it could be used to manage institutional and operations 
data. Here are a couple ways we have used GIS at the Memphis Zoo:
• GIS helps consolidate institutional and individual knowledge. 

Zoos and aquariums of all sizes often have a lot more location 
data on hand than they realize, much of it stored as individual 
knowledge in the history of its employees. GIS tools helped 
us pull that data into a single set for locating lines related 
to sanitation, water, electrical, gas and storm water run-off. 
Consolidating the data into an easy access and interactive GIS 

map helps verify accuracy, simplify data updates and perform 
energy analysis. 

• A GIS base map of your facilities is helpful for monitoring 
energy usage. The Zoo plots each meter’s energy usage in-
formation on a map allowing us to easily understand what is 
using the greatest amount of resources at which times (e.g. 
by season and time of day). This helps the Zoo focus its efforts 
on facilities that monopolize the largest amount of energy. 
A system can be built into the GIS program that even helps 
with tracking exhibit age, repair or upgrade completions and 
scheduling maintenance in a timely manner. We started with 
the question: Where are all these 35 meters and which exhibit 
does each meter read?

RUNNING A “SMART” ZOO  

OR AQUARIUM CAMPUS

Centralized database management and GIS can work together to 
provide a cost-effective way to deliver high quality data and de-
ployment options for staff and administrators in nearly every de-
partment at a zoo or aquarium. The Memphis Zoo’s main campus 
has more than 25 exhibit, maintenance, veterinary, research and 
administrative buildings occupying more than 75 acres. Using GIS 
as a decision-making tool is a brilliant way to collect the facilities 
information you already know and organize it in a single package so 
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you can see the entire picture comprehensively.  Understanding 
each layer of data (e.g. water, electrical, storm drains, etc.) as 
a separate entity is one thing, but combining several layers 
together is like seeing and thinking in three dimensions. In 
the near future, we hope to incorporate GeoDesign principles 
early in the development process of our master plan. Through 
evaluation of our current energy processes using GIS, we have 
created a “base-line” for the Zoo and established key metrics 
against which design alternatives using green technology can 
be measured. 

Although we initially set out to use GIS to map facilities 
and energy expenditures, the technology offers endless op-
portunities for operations improvements.  Processes that have 
traditionally taken weeks might now be completed in hours or 
minutes. We anticipate using GIS to view scenarios for campus 
mapping, emergency preparedness and response, computer 
networking/technology infrastructure, and special events lay-
outs.

Upon reading this story, your initial reaction might be “we 
don’t have a GIS specialist on-hand” or “this kind of work might 
be very expensive if we had to pay a third party”. Fortunately, 
most zoos and aquariums have a local university or college 
nearby with departments specializing in GIS mapping. 
Typically, faculty are actively looking for projects to get stu-
dents involved with and would jump at partnering with zoos or 
aquariums. The Memphis Zoo’s Greening GIS project was done 
in collaboration with Rhodes College and the University of 
Memphis, involved about five students across four semesters, 
and cost the institution very little in resources to create (mostly 
just staff time pulling information together for the students). 
These types of partnerships with local universities are an excel-
lent way to help move green projects forward and incorporate 
GIS into future planning needs for your institution. 


